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would have* been and how it would have worked if this
theory of it were true. How the persons who hold this
theory regard Christianity we may make clear to ourselves
by a comparison. The present century lias witnessed a
remarkable softening of manners. A number of cruel
practices and severities, that excited no disgust a hundred
years ago, have now been either swept away as intolerable
or an? reluctantly tolerated from a feeling of necessity.
Among these are the torture of the wheel, the pillory,
the punishment of death. And in private life during the
same period men have greatly advanced in tenderness,
sympathy, and unwillingness to inflict pain. This im-
provement was doubtless caused by the decay of feudal,
chivalrous, and semi-barbaric institutions which had
cherished hard and warlike habits of life. Society in
the last century entered upon a new period. For this
new period there arose new legislators, and it may
probably be said that the fashion of gentleness in feel-
ings and manners was introduced mainly through the1 in-
(lucnee of Joan Jacques liousseau.
Now the first century, like the eighteenth, was a period
of transition. It was a period when for (lie first time the
civili/.od nations of the world lived together in almost un-
broken peace. AVar had ceased to be the main busine-s
of life, the support of virtue and almost the only means
by which eminent virtue could show itself. In these
citvumstanccs the world was prepared for, was calling for,
a theory of virtue which should be adapted to its new
condition, Tl wanted a new pursuit in place of war, a
pursuit in which, as before in war, the moral feelings
might tiud satisfaction and in which heroism might be
displayed, Christ, it may be maintained, was the soehd

